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- Copyright Laws
- Patents
- Indigenous Copyright Issues
- Restrictions on The Commons
- Open licenses
- Fair use
- Distribution of videos



Steamboat Willie >>

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BBgghnQF6E4


Components of Copyright

Moral rights:
Attribution

Related ("connected") rights:
Reproduction
Derivative works
Distribution
Public performance



Retains moral rights
(attribution) but not
the related rights.
It belongs to the
public domain.
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Lego Movie Star Wars Scene >>

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=645l087nHMc


Components of Copyright

Moral rights:
Attribution

Related ("connected") rights:
Reproduction
Derivative works
Distribution
Public performance



Duration of Copyright











Patents

- Novelty
- Usefulness
- Non-obvious (inventive)
- Eligible ("tangible") 





Indigenous Copyright Issues

Communal property can include:
Designs
Ceremonies
Performing arts
Artwork, literature
Knowledge about nature (TEK)

Different communities have different
about ownership of stories.

e.g. Stories can’t be told by everyone,
or at any time of year





Allemansrätten
"Right of Public Access"



The Commons
(Land, water, air)



The Commons
(Land, water, air)

Water Rising Trailer >>

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DWNJ2o0s-cE




Patenting life







Open licenses







Fair Use (Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 107)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Title_17_of_the_United_States_Code
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.html


Fair Use (Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 107)

Notwithstanding the provisions of sections 17 U.S.C. § 106 and 17 U.S.C. § 106A, 
the fair use of a copyrighted work, including such use by reproduction in copies 
or phonorecords or by any other means specified by that section, for purposes 
such as criticism, comment, news reporting, teaching (including multiple copies 
for classroom use), scholarship, or research, is not an infringement of copyright. 
In determining whether the use made of a work in any particular case is a fair 
use the factors to be considered shall include:

1. The purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a 
commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;
2. The nature of the copyrighted work;
3. The amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the 
copyrighted work as a whole; and
4. The effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the 
copyrighted work.

The fact that a work is unpublished shall not itself bar a finding of fair use if such 
finding is made upon consideration of all the above factors.[3]

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Title_17_of_the_United_States_Code
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Title_17_of_the_United_States_Code
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/106.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Title_17_of_the_United_States_Code
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/106A.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fair_use


Fair Use (Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 107)

- 10% or one chapter (for materials with potential marketability)
- Transformative use

Satire and news reporting
Last Week Tonight: The Most Patient Man on Television
Last Week Tonight: Bud Light

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Title_17_of_the_United_States_Code
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wrji0XLoFU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KjN2BFf-AXs


Fair Use (Copyright Act of 1976, 17 U.S.C. § 107)

- 10% or one chapter (for materials with potential marketability)
- Transformative use

Real transformative use
What we are doing!

Pretend transformative use
Cosmos in a frame and with voice at lower frequency
Cosmos with a bright spot in the middle
Star Trek TNG with a partial frame

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Title_17_of_the_United_States_Code
http://www.law.cornell.edu/uscode/17/107.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2h8G987bwgc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ojq95YEBCw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LoH3aN6U_7M


How to get movies and how to distribute the translations?



How to get the video

Contact the studio, get the originals

Buy the DVD (rip it, translate)

Borrow the DVD (rip it, translate)

Download it from YouTube

Grab it from a paid Internet service (Netflix)

Download it from the Internet (torrents)

Copy a DVD, keep it, and translate from there

Buy a pirated DVD on the street, translate from there

[ + legal ]

[ - legal ]
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How are we affecting 
the marketability of 

the product?



How to distribute the video

Contact the studio, distribute with their support, 
negotiate royalties if any

Show it to your friends and students,
do not charge any fees

Upload a short clip onto Facebook,
share it without charging fees

Upload a short clip onto YouTube,
share it without charging fees

Upload the whole movie onto the Internet
so people can watch it for free

Offer to share it with friends and people close to 
you, but charge a fee for it

Sell the product publicly, charging for it

[ + legal ]

[ - legal ]
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How are we affecting 
the marketability of 

the original product?


